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There is not much published information on the geographical distribution of the sea cow.
Reports by members of the Second Kamchatka Expedition (G. Steller, S. Vaksel’, S.F. Khitrovo)
on sea cows at the Komandorskiye Islands are believed to be more reliable than others. That
expedition was forced to land on Bering Island1, then unknown and uninhabited, in 1741, on the
“St. Peter’s” return voyage from the northwestern shores of America it discovered. Also, there is
no doubt at all (as to reliability) of P. Yakovlev’s report, in 1754, on sea cows at the Mednyy
(Copper) Island2.
At both of these Komandorskiye islands, the animal, not yet seen by any European,
which resembled whale by appearance and size, was “grazing” by the shores, in herds, devouring
masses of sea cabbage.
But sea cows, defenseless and sluggish, were completely exterminated in about 30 years3
by commercial hunters in the Aleutians, in their pursuits of the valuable beasts. They were
stocking the meat of sea cows, up to 3.5 tons from one adult animal. Information on the sea cow
is to be found also in their reports, some of which are already published.
G. Steller’s papers contain information on sea cows more valuable by far than any others
here cited. He describes the appearance of the animal, its inner organs, and habit of life. In his
view, the sea cows is the same as the manatee which lives much farther south by the shores of
America and which is now assigned to a different genus of the order Sirenia (Trichechus
manatus).
The account on the sea cow in S. P. Krashennikov’s “Description of the Land of
Kamchatka”4 and the report on its presence in the Blizhniye Near Islands, in the Aleutians, in P.
Pallas’ papers5 are included occasionally with testimonies by eyewitnesses.
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However, Krashennikov’s description was borrowed from Pallas, as proved by
comparisons, and it refers to Bering Island and not to Kamchatka. As to Pallas’ communication,
in his paper of 1777, it states (plainly) that sea beavers are practically extinct at the islands of
Bering, Mednyy, as well as 150-200 versts (100-133 miles) from Mednyy, at Attak, Shemiya,
Semichi islands, but that other sea beasts, including “mantas”, are still there, and in appreciable
numbers. Inasmuch as Pallas does not mention specifically his sources of that information and
(his statement) does not agree with the others, with regards to the sea cow, his statement is not to
be taken as a reliable one.
Studies of the sites at which bones of the sea cow were found had shown that such
discoveries are concentrated in the Komandorskiye Islands6.
Nonetheless, in the absence of any other fully reliable information, there is no reason to
believe that the animals were no longer to be found anywhere by approximately the middle of the
18th century. We are dealing here (simply) with incomplete knowledge of the subject, more
likely than not.
At about that time, the sea cow was dying out; some individuals could have survived only
in places unfrequented (by man), under concentrations of favorable conditions; they vanished
quickly on contact with man. Accessions of information on sea cow were complicated by the fact
that areas north and east of Kamchatka, not far from where the cow was sighted first, were but
rarely visited by Europeans and it was the natives who could have been exterminating the
animal.
Indications of a broader spread of the sea cow, made by G. Steller, merit attention in view
of his remarkable insight and his extensive travels in areas possibly inhabited by sea cows7. Of
course, his sources were not his personal observations, for, having visited Kamchatka, the
northwestern shores of America, and certain ones of the Aleutians, he declared that he saw no
sea cows8 until he came to Bering Island. They (the indications) could be his own conjectures or
rumors he believed.
As he says, sea cows are found only near America or at “the Channel” islands and it is
only their corpses9 that the sea brings to the shores of Kamchatka. Also, he knew about sea cows
in the north and mentioned the use of their skins in boat-building by the Chukchas10.
By “America” Steller may have meant the lands north of the “St. Peter’s” sea route which
were sighted by the ship on its return voyage. They were the Aleutians, as we know, and the
islands next to Alaska. But Steller did not known what “land” the travelers were dealing with and
his idea was (thought) that the ship was bumping into a gigantic salient of America, protruding
westward, and separated from Kamchatka by a strait (“the Channel”) 40-50 miles wide11. This is
the shape of America given by maps of the Second Kamchatka Expedition. The islands in “the
Channel” could be only the Komandorskiye, judging by its width indicated by Steller. But Steller
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said that “the Channel” has many islands and that they are teeming with sea beasts12. In his error
with regards to positions of certain ones of the western Aleutians, he was probably putting them
too into that same “Channel.”
Pallas, who was well acquainted with Steller’s papers, wrote that “sea cow is the sea
beast that is often found in the Eastern Ocean by the islands between Asia and America and by
the American (but not Asiatic) shores. It differs profoundly from the manatee at the eastern
shores of America---“13.
Steller’s words may have still another meaning, perhaps, if we remember that he regarded
sea cows as manatees. By America he may have meant its southern latitudes where these animals
were to be found. This is how Steller was understood by K. Baer14 somewhat later.
It would seem that disconnected (pieces of) information from the only scientist who
studied sea cow in vivo should have been subjected to further inquiry and verification in the next
few years, while the sea cow was still living. But there was none of that and no such objectives
were posed for any one of the government expeditions to the North Pacific during the 18th
century. As to the local administration and merchants, prospecting for the sea cow in faraway
places had no practical interest. For these reasons, Steller’s remarks on sea cows in the north
remained uninvestigated.
There is also much later information on the sea cow on the American shored, at Bering
Island, and in the Bering Straits. These reports deserved no recognition, in the absence either of
proofs or of verisimilitude15.
Poor knowledge of the areas inhabited by the sea cow left its mark on the mind of many
investigators.
Certain scientists believe that the sea cow is indeed to be found wherever its presence
was mentioned in the literature; in Kamchatka, in Bering Straits, near the shores of northwest
America. This notion survives even now16. K. M. Baer’s approach to the problem was more
rigorous, as early as in 1840. Upon consideration of the already large (body of) data on history of
the exploration of shores and islands in the North Pacific by the Russians, Baer concluded that
the sea cow was proved reliably to inhabit only Bering Island; its existence at the Mednyy Island
is entirely probable (he had no access to P. Yakovlev’s memorandum); its existence in the
Aleutians (west of the Lis’y [Fox] Islands) is doubtful. As to all of the other places, its existence
is impossible to assume17.
The effect of K. M. Baer’s scholarly investigation is recognizable in his contemporaries18
and in scientists of our time19.
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There is an important deficiency in that study, however, the fact that Baer made no
attempt to broaden his available information on sea cow by including unpublished reports by the
18th century travelers. Instead of that, he resorts to interrogation of his contemporaries who
visited the areas where sea cow could possibly be found, in his desire to verify this or that (part)
of the (earlier) information. And yet it is the unpublished materials that would have led to
important corrections in his views.
It is reasonable here to adduce certain ones of them; they support Steller’s judgments, to a
degree.
The existence of sea cow in the Blizhniye (Near) Islands is reported in “Communications
collated from conversations about the so-called Oleutian Islands with Fedor Afanas’yevich
Kul’kov, Trader of Vologda, in Sankt-Petersburg in 1764”20. It is evident from the substance of
these “communications” (albeit indirectly) that the talks were about the 1759-1762 voyage of the
ship “Zakhariy I Elizaveta”, of which F. Kul’kov was a part-owner, to the Blizhniye Islands21.
This document reads: “whales are scarce over there and sea cow is ever scarcer, the kind which
is called Komandorskaya by traders, because it lives near the Bering or the Komandorskiy
Island”. Consequently, by 1760, there was but a very small number22 of sea cows left at the
Blizhniye Islands. This is not surprising, if we remember their fate at the Komandorskiye. There
were more of them at the Blizhniye, perhaps, in G. Steller’s time.
The report by N. P. Shalaurov23, Merchant, is highly interesting, it appears. He sailed by
ship, “Vera, Nadezhda, Lyubov” (“Faith, Hope and Charity”), from the mouth of the Kolyma
River to Shalaginskiy Nos (Cape Shelagskiy) in 1762. His account of September 23 of the same
year, transmitted by F. Plenisner, Chief of Anadyrskiy Ostrog (“Fort Anadyr”), in his report to F.
I. Soymonov, Governor of Siberia, dated October 31, 1763, states: “---sparse weak crumpled ice
compacted suddenly and was bound (ice-bound?) until the 23rds (of August – V. Grekov) in
which they sailed on then to Shelaginskiy Nos where sea cows were sighted by them and so was
sea cabbage on the shores---“; “--- but on their return navigation from Shelaginskiy Nos to ust’Kovyma (Kolyma- V. Grekov), the ices were scarce enough, so that there was nearly nothing at
all available, but only the sea was visible everywhere, filled-up with whales and nerpas (seals),
belugas (white whales) are sea cows rarely.”24 (Translator’s note: The poor grammar, even by
eighteenth century standards, of the Russian governor’s report is translated literally).
N. P. Shalaurov could hardly mistake any other sea beast for sea cow. He wintered on
Bering Island in 1748-49, after his ship “Perkun: Zanat” was wrecked at that island, (the ship) on
which he sailed from Anadyr, Kamchatka, together with I. Bakhov and S. Novikov, merchants.
During his winter on the island, N. P. Shalaurov could not but meet sea cows quite often, who
were very numerous there, at that time, and whose flesh he undoubtedly ate25.
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There is no reason for us to assume that he lied deliberately. It is difficult to expect any
errors also on the part of the “clerk” who accompanied the F. Vertlyugov expedition and who
was commissioned by N. P. Shalaurov to write the report. We know that F. Vertlyugov was
literate and was a qualified geodesist, well skilled in calculations of positions and in drafting of
geographical maps. The enclosed unpublished long-hand map of the voyage of the expedition26
is and example of his work.
Finally, we still have the possibility of confusion in the transmission of N. P. Shalaurov’s
report by F. Plenisner. But one can hardly find and other name of any sea beast which could be
confused with the name “sea cow”.
N. P. Shalaurov’s information merits attention; it may be possible to relate to G. Steller’s
remark about the use of sea cow hide for boat-building by Chukchas.
Further acquaintance with documents in the archives pertinent to navigation near shores
of northeastern Asia in the 18th century may introduce an even greater clarity, we may hope, into
the problem of the geographical distribution of the sea cow.
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